
 
 

 

Module 2 – LMS 
Self- assessment questions 

 

Topic 1: Creating a course in Moodle 

Question 1: What can be changed operating with the Preferences in the account setting? 

Option 1 Course Title 

Option 2 Course Format 

Option 3 Whether receiving notification through e-mail or pop up 

Correct answer Whether receiving notification through e-mail or pop up 

Question 2: How can I get rid of the Administration block from course webpage? 

Option 1 Clicking on gear icon and selecting Delete block 

Option 2 Dragging the Administration block in the trash bin 

Option 3 Administration block cannot be deleted because it is too important 

Correct answer Administration block cannot be deleted because it is too important 

Question 3: How can I provide students with learning material in a Moodle Topic? 

Option 1 Attaching a video 

Option 2 Making available course gradebook 

Option 3 All above options 

Correct answer Attaching a video 

Question 4: How can edit text in a Moodle lesson? 

Option 1 Text written by teacher cannot be added, only PDF documents can be integrated 
in a lesson 

Option 2 Using ATTO HTML editor provided by Moodle platform 

Option 3 Only Administrator can add text for a lesson 

Correct answer Using ATTO HTML editor provided by Moodle platform 

Question 5: What is Moodle’s in-line help? 



 
 

 

Option 1 A link to an educational website about the topic 

Option 2 A link to a forum where Moodle experts can support users 

Option 3 A circle with a question mark inside of it , that if clicked pops up an explanation 
of the feature 

Correct answer A circle with a question mark inside of it , that if clicked pops up an explanation 
of the feature 

 
 
 

Topic 2: Course Resources 

Question 1: What is a book? 

Option 1 A link to a book online 

Option 2 A collection of pages built by the teacher 

Option 3 A reference in a bibliography section of Moodle 

Correct answer A collection of pages built by the teacher 

Question 2: What is a Folder in moodle? 

Option 1 A collection of PDFs 

Option 2 A link to a folder of teacher’s pc 

Option 3 A resource to keep course page organized and easier to navigate 

Correct answer A resource to keep course page organized and easier to navigate 

Question 3: Resources and activities are…? 

Option 1 
Course page components represented by links leading to a variety of different 
tools like links, pages, videos etc. 

Option 2 The way Moodle calls PDFs 

Option 3 The same thing 

Correct answer 
Course page components represented by links leading to a variety of different 
tools like links, pages, videos etc. 

Question 4: What is needed to add a resource to a lesson? 

Option 1 Being the teacher 



 
 

 

Option 2 Being administrator 

Option 3 Providing a password before the addition of each resource 

Correct answer Being the teacher 

Question 5: A label is…? 

Option 1 A Moodle resource that allows to quickly add multimedia, like videos 

Option 2 A description of the resource 

Option 3 A hash tag of the resource 

Correct answer A Moodle resource that allows to quickly add multimedia, like videos 

 

 

Topic 3: Course Activities 

Question 1: A question … 

Option 1 can be re-used in different quizzes 

Option 2 are kept in the Question bank 

Option 3 is a mandatory to be allowed to pass to the next lesson 

Correct answer are kept in the Question bank 

Question 2: in Moodle assignments… 

Option 1 can be submitted whenever students likes 

Option 2 is the only tool the teacher has to receive learning feedback from students 

Option 3 
must always be typed by students directly within the platform with Moodle 
editor 

Correct answer is the only tool the teacher has to receive learning feedback from students 

Question 3: Question banks are…? 

Option 1 A database created by the teacher where he can pick questions for quiz 

Option 2 
A database where teacher can share questions to be used outside the Moodle 
platform 

Option 3 
Links to an online payment database of questions where teacher can find ideas 
for lesson quiz 



 
 

 

Correct answer A database created by the teacher where he can pick questions for quiz 

Question 4: Select the missing word is…? 

Option 1 A Moodle activity that can be added in a lesson Correct 

Option 2 A game and not a question 

Option 3 A Moodle activity that can be added in a lesson Correct 

Correct answer A Moodle activity that can be added in a lesson Correct 

Question 5: A quiz is…? 

Option 1 Can be a collection of games 

Option 2 Another way to call questions 

Option 3 There is no feature called quiz in Moodle 

Correct answer Can be a collection of games 

 

 

Topic 4: Managing Course Participants 

Question 1: If a teacher cannot cancel a student from his classroom it means that … 

Option 1 That student was pre-loaded by Administrator 

Option 2 Student has not yet left the course 

Option 3 He can never cancel students unless he is also an Administrator 

Correct answer That student was pre-loaded by Administrator 

Question 2: Communicating through forums or through messages is different because 

Option 1 Messages cannot be sent to the whole classroom 

Option 2 Messages cannot be sent to a selected group of students 

Option 3 Forums are a global announcement for all the classroom 

Correct answer Forums are a global announcement for all the classroom 

Question 3: A gradebook is…? 



 
 

 

Option 1 A book where grades of assignments have to be copied manually by the 
teacher to keep track of students’ advances 

Option 2 A way for the teacher to see all the submissions to an assignment 

Option 3 A place where students can grade the quality of course 

Correct answer A way for the teacher to see all the submissions to an assignment 

Question 4: A User report is…? 

Option 1 Customizable by the teacher with all the indicators he judges useful for 
tracking students’ progress 

Option 2 Reporting only grades 

Option 3 A simple list of all submissions performed by a student 

Correct answer Customizable by the teacher with all the indicators he judges useful for 
tracking students’ progress 

Question 5: Grouping students…? 

Option 1 Is a tool available for students for studying together 

Option 2 None of the above options 

Option 3 Is possible only for students of the same class/age 

Correct answer None of the above options 

 
 
 


